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DIGITAL FUTURE 

Welcome to the “Future Normal.” This season of digital resourcing stretched everyone who works with 
kids in a huge way. But was God as work with something bigger in mind? Did He allow this in part, to get 
our attention for the possibilities of reaching children even when they cannot show up at the church? 
Did we need to walk through this to become aware of the importance of reaching out to families in 
their homes and going the extra mile to connect with leaders, families and children? Perhaps you are 
exhausted and looking forward to rest.  But what if what God has for you is not just a return to the past 
normal, but to look ahead toward the future normal.  What role does digital ministry play or not play 
for your children’s ministry? 

Questions 
1. What means of digital ministry could continue to be used to reach beyond the church into homes 

and your community?  

2. What resources (people, hardware and software) do you need to recruit/obtain to maintain a 
stream of resources through media outlets on a regular basis?  

3. How can you find time to continue to use digital formats to minister beyond the church?  

4. How could a regular and sustainable digital ministry platform increase your ministries 
effectiveness and your impact on the spiritual development of your kids? 

5. In the season of digital ministry, what relational connections have been made which should 
continue in the future? 

Ideas 
Asking the right questions is only part of the process. It then becomes necessary to generate possible 
solutions to move forward in God’s plan and timing. 

Resources 
Nothing is more frustrating than struggling to create something from the ground up not knowing there 
was a solution ready to go which made the job easier. The resources section may not have all of the 
solutions you are looking for, but perhaps there is enough there to save you some time and effort in 
creating the change you are looking for. 


